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Sublime Continuum  
With Geshe Samten 
Week 2, 1 March 2018 
Translator: Voula Zarpani 
 
Question: Geshela last week mentioned the bliss from clear light. Is that bliss generated from 
the samadhi or from the clear light itself, from the bliss of emptiness? Can Geshela clarify 
from the tantric point of view?  
 
Geshela: When we talk about the practice of the union of bliss and emptiness from the tantric 
point view, this is from the clear light, the subtlest level of the mind. Through the practice, 
one can use that subtle level of mind to engage into the path, the realisation of emptiness, the 
union of bliss the realisation together 
 
When we talk about bliss, there are lots of different interpretations. Once we achieve 
calm-abiding we talk about bliss as well. This is a different meaning of bliss.  
 
We encounter the term bliss in different contexts and it describes different things. You asked 
the question in the tantric context of the union of bliss and emptiness.  
For example, when we talk about the concentration which is the union of calm-abiding and 
special insight, at that point we talk about establishing bliss which is the bliss of physical and 
mental pliancy. That bliss, in that context, is a different thing. It is a sensation of having 
overcome resistance. It comes from pliancy.  It means that the body,  no matter how long 
you remain seated or how long you engage in that practice, there will no tiredness, no 
resistance. So there is pliancy that brings a sense of ease, that is described as bliss. 
 
It is the same with the mind. No matter how long you give the order to the mind, to remain 
concentrated or focussed or a particular object, the mind will will have no difficulty 
remaining with that object. That lack of difficulty or lack of resistance is pliancy. There is a 
bliss that comes with that ease. The term bliss in that context is different from the tantric 
context. 
 
In tantra we talk about the pristine wisdom of great. The word ‘great’ is an intensifier. This 
great bliss can only be experienced or manifest through relying on a very subtle type of mind.  
 
We continue from where we left off last week. We are halfway through the story of Master 
Asanga. He decided he decided he needed some special blessing. He went to his abbott and 
requested initiation. He received initiation into a tantra that was initially proclaimed by 
Buddha Nangse.  
 
When he cast the flower in the mandala, the flower fell on Maitreya. That was an indication 
that Maitreya was his special deity. Having received that initiation, he entered into retreat in a 
mountain cave to practice his special deity. He remained in retreat for three years. However 
they were a very disappointing three years. Despite all his efforts, he never had a sign; he 
never had a dream; he never had any indication that he was practising well.  
 
After three years he stopped the retreat and came out of the cave. As he was leaving the cave 
he noticed close by there was a nest of birds. He could see there was a particular path the 
birds were taking when flying in and out of their nest and as they did that, their feathers 
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rubbed against the face of the rock. He noticed that through that there was some indentation 
in the rock.  
 
He thought, I am really pitiful. Where is my courage? Where is my determination? Where is 
my enthusiastic effort?  Here is this little bird with soft feathers who has dug into the hard 
face of rock and I am ready to give up the retreat after only three years. So he turned around 
and went back into retreat.  
 
He spent another three years in retreat. Again there was no sign, no indication, nothing to 
show that he was progressing. Again he was very disappointed and left the retreat cave. He 
started walking downhill. He noticed a place with drips of water. Over time, those drips of 
water had carved a groove in the stone. If such a small drip of water has made an impression 
in the rocks, why is it that my courage and determination don’t allow me to continue in 
retreat.  
 
He went back into retreat with more enthusiastic effort for three more years. By now he had 
completed nine years and still he has no signs that his practice on Maitreya is bringing any 
result.  Completely disappointed after nine years of retreat, he left the cave and went 
downhill again.  
 
As he was walking down, he saw an old woman making needles out of very soft cloth. He 
asked her, does it take very long to make a needle out such very soft material? She said: Yes 
it does. It takes a lot of effort. You have to roll it and spin it. You have to work on it for a 
very long time. 
 
He thought, this old lady is showing such determination for such a mundane task, just to 
make needles. They are not so important. Yet here I am with such big goals and big 
aspirations that require a great amount of enthusiastic effort. What am I doing? She is sitting 
here making needles and here I am ready to give up my retreat. That’s not good.  
 
He went back into retreat for a further three year. In his mind, again there was no attainment; 
there was no progress. By now he had been for twelve years in retreat. Completely 
disappointed he left the cave and walked down towards the village. On his way down, he saw 
a female dog covered in infected wounds. Since the flesh was rotting, it was infested by 
different insects feeding on the rotting flesh.  
 
He generated exceptionally strong compassion for the dog. He thought if I don’t clean up the 
wounds this dog will die. It will be eaten alive by all the insects. First I have to remove the 
insects. However, if I remove the insects, it is good for the dog but it is not so good for the 
insects. They need something to feed on.  
 
He cut a piece of his own flesh and offered it to the insects to feed on. Then he thought I have 
to start removing the insects. However, if I touch them with my fingers, their bodies are so 
delicate I will squash them, I will harm them and they will do. Then he thought, I have to 
pick them up one by one with my tongue and put them on the piece of flesh carved from his 
own body.  
 
He was leaning forward extending his tongue to the body of dog and closed his eyes and was 
about to start removing the insects. His eyes were closed, and his tongue was out expecting to 
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find the insects, but the more he put head forward, he couldn’t find them; he couldn’t reach 
them. He opened his eyes to see why he wasn’t touching any insects. When he opened his 
eyes, the whole scene had disappeared. There was no dog, no insects there.  
 
What he saw was Protector Maitreya radiating light in a form fully adorned with all the 
marks and signs. The dog herself was a manifestation of Buddha Maitreya.  
 
This is an important point in the story. We say that at that time, Master Asanga generated 
special great compassion. That point is used in debate. The question arises: can you actually 
say that you can generate great compassion for one sentient being or is it that you have to 
generate great compassion in relation to al sentient beings?  
 
The answer is that you don’t have to generate it in relation to all sentient beings. Sentient 
beings are countless, immeasurable. By the time you conceive all sentient beings, you won’t 
have time to generate compassion. However, if you generate that intense great compassion 
for one sentient being, then that can qualify for generating great compassion towards all. For 
example, look at Master Asanga when he generated that great compassion in relation to the 
just the dog, one sentient being.  
 
This question arises: if he generated great compassion focussing on one sentient being, does 
that mean that great compassion doesn’t have to observe or focus on one sentient being? 
 
The answer is that it is a one thing to focus on one sentient being and to focus on all sentient 
beings. It is a different thing to realise great compassion for all sentient beings. Here, we are 
saying that you can generate intense great compassion focussing on one sentient being; If you 
can maintain that same level of compassion in a way that it pervades all sentient beings, then 
when you shift your compassion from that sentient being to another, to another and to 
another, then you can say that you have great compassion.  
 
At the moment we don’t have that we have that level of great compassion. We have great 
affection, great interest or compassion for those near to us. The further away that other 
sentient being or that other person is from us, the more our compassion or our interest 
declines. We have very strong partiality. What we have generated at the moment does not 
pervade equally, every sentient being, without partiality. That is why we say we don’t have 
great compassion.  
  
Great compassion can be achieved by focussing on one sentient being. However, then you 
have to be able to extend that equally to all friends, enemies, strangers, everybody.  
 
This point is very important - whether your focal object pervades or does not pervade all 
sentient beings  
 
In the case of Arya Asanga, his focal object was just the dog, just one sentient being.  
However he had generated great compassion because the level of his compassion would not 
change if he changed his focal object. The strength and depth of the compassion would 
remain unaffected, whether he looked at this sentient being or that sentient being or another.  
 
If the level of compassion changes every time you shift your focal object, obviously you 
don’t have a good quality of compassion. This is an example of having generate great 
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compassion because the quality or intensity of that compassion would not change as he 
changed focal object. Another way to say this is: the focal object pervades all sentient beings.  
 
In response to the question, does great compassion have to focus on all sentient beings, the 
answer is yes, it has to focus on all sentient beings. However you have to understand what we 
mean here by ‘focus’. This doesn’t mean you have to first realise each and every sentient 
being that exists, in order to focus on them. It means that whatever intense feelings you have, 
you generate by focussing on one sentient being. Then you make that pervade or apply 
equally to all other sentient beings. 
 
When Asanga first saw Protector Maitreya when he had that amazing revelation, he said:  
I tried so hard to see you for twelve years. You have no idea of the amount of suffering I 
endured and you did nothing to protect me. You did not reveal yourself, you did not help me.  
Where is your great compassion? Maybe it is not so great.  
 
Master Asanga used the example when he addressed Maitreya. He said: 
When all the rainclouds have gathered in the sky, all the conditions are there. There is 
nothing to stop the rain. The rain will definitely fall. He was saying, from my side I tried and 
tried and practised and practised and gathered all the clouds there, yet you didn’t release any 
rain. When the rain falls, it pacifies all the suffering of thirst and dryness and so forth. I tried 
and tried and there was no rain coming down from you.  
 
Protector Maitreya responded: 
It can rain and it can pour but if there is no seed or if the seed is not vital, nothing will grow 
from that seed. It wasn’t due to my lack of affection. It was lack of your karma. It was due to 
your obscurations. I was raining the rain down on you, but you were like that seed that was 
capable of producing anything.  
 
Maitreya said: I was right there, next to you from the beginning. It was actually due to 
practices you recited; through your millions of mantras, you generated great compassion. It 
was in relation to that, that you leaned forward to clean the wounds of the dog who was 
infested. This is how you saw me. You saw me in dependence on all these practices you did. 
 
To illustrate the point that if someone still has karmic obscurations, they will not be able to 
see me, I challenge you. You take me on your shoulders carry me down to the village and 
let’s see if any of the villagers can see me, if they can perceive me.  
 
Asanga carried Protector Maitreya on his shoulders and went down into the village. He was 
looking for some reaction from the villagers. The majority of the people in the village didn’t 
seem him carrying anything.  
 
One old lady perceived him carrying the corpse of a dog on his shoulders. Through her merit 
of perceiving that much in the remainder of her life her resources were inexhaustible. She 
was very wealthy, very well off. A beggar saw the tip of the shoes of Protector Maitreya. 
Through the power of that merit, of perceiving that much, he attained the siddhi of very deep 
concentration. 
  
That experiment demonstrated to Master Asanga that what Maitreya had said is true. Due to 
karmic obscurations, the majority of people cannot perceive someone like Protector Maitreya.  
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Maitreya said: You’ve practised very hard. Tell me what you wish?  I will bestow whatever 
you wish. Master Asanga was very concerned, because at that time Mahayana teachings in 
that area were not stable. They had gone through three cycles of appearing and declining. 
Non-Buddhist teachers were quite active and prominent. That caused the Mahayana teachings 
to decline a number of times.  
 
So Asanga said: I wish to receive Mahayana teachings so that I may be able to restore them.  
Protector Maitreya said: Hold onto my zen and we will fly to the pureland. Miraculously they 
went to Ganden [Tushita] pureland. 
 
He went to pure land and remained there for a number of [human] years. There are two 
accounts. One account says he remained there for 50 years. Another account is that he 
remained there for 25 years. The discrepancy is due to the way we count how long a year is, 
depending on whether you count the year to be twelve months or whether you count it to be 
six months. For that reason, there is some discrepancy.  In any case, he stayed there for a 
number of years. He listened very carefully. He received all those Mahayana teachings from 
Protector Maitreya. Those teachings are categorised as five Mahayana texts. 
 
While he remained there he developed incredible level of concentration and attained the 
dharani of not forget anything. In addition to that, he attained the power of full confidence 
over the teachings. With these qualities, he wrote down those five treatises.  
 
This is how all those treatises, those texts came into this world. They were transmitted in the 
pure land and when Master Asanga returned to this world, he brought them back with him.  
 
Initially he went to the area of Magadha. There he established a temple where he propagated 
and taught the Mahayana teachings. From there the Mahayana teachings started spreading 
and he attracted disciples. Initially he had eight disciples. However, due to his efforts the 
number of disciples increased. The disciples also developed great powers of concentration, 
miraculous powers and were able to have full understanding of the sutras, the treatises and so 
forth. So, the quality and the number of his disciples increased rapidly.  
 
The temple became very famous. It was the temple for accomplishing or establishing the 
Dharma. This is where those texts were housed. This is where those teachings were given. It 
was now the epicentre of the Mahayana teachings. 
  
The actual writing down of the texts took place in that temple. This is when they were 
committed to paper. These are the five treatises known as: 
 

The two Ornaments-       The Ornament of Realisation  
          The Ornament of Sutras 
 

The two Distinguishings:-  Distinguishing the Middle from the Extremes 
                            Distinguishing Dharma and Dharmata {The Reality of Dharmas]  
 

And         The Sublime continuum.   
 
In addition to writing the five treatises of Maitreya, Master Asanga also composed a number 
of texts and very famous commentaries. He composed the two compendiums: 

1. The Compendium of Common Practices between the Mahayana and Hinayana 
2. The Compendium of Mahayana Practices 
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He also composed the Five Grounds. In the Five Grounds we have four types of bases:  
Including many bases – the actual ground 
Including many lists of enumerated things.  
Including many explanations 
Including many resolutions meaning, you seek for something and you resolve the view.  
 
He also composed a commentary to the Ornament of Clear Realisation. He composed a 
commentary to the Sublime Continuum, known as Asanga’s Commentary to the Sublime 
Continuum.   
 
From the five treatises:  
The Ornament of Clear Realisation is according to the Autonomy School.  
The Ornament of Sutras, Distinguishing the Middle from the Extremes and Distinguishing 
Dharma and Dharmata present the view of the Mind-Only School.  
The Sublime Continuum presents the view of the Consequence school.  
 
He was prolific and composed many texts. He composed texts on Tenets. He composed texts 
on how to remember the qualities of the Buddha; how to remember the qualities of the 
Dharma and how to remember the qualities of the Sangha; various practices or sadhanas for 
meeting Maitreya; practices relating to Maitreya Buddha.  
 
What is really significant in Asanga’s committing those five treatises to paper is that now in 
this world we have the Ornament of Clear Realisation. The Ornament reveals the hidden 
meaning, the practices that are hidden, that are not explicitly disclosed in the Prajnaparamita 
text. The Ornament explains all the practices of the stages of the path starting as a beginner, 
and progressing all the way to enlightenment. All those practices and the sequence of the 
practices was hidden and was something that was extremely difficult to understand. Master 
Asanga’s quest for Maitreya began because he had difficulty extracting that information.  
 
It is not that there were no references to it whatsoever. For example, Master Nagarjuna’s in 
his Golden Rosary of the Middle Way gives references to those hidden aspects of the 
Prajnaparamitas, however the Golden Rosary is not a text dedicated to explaining every 
aspect of the path.  
 
The Ornament of Clear Realisation is dedicated to that purpose, to explain in great detail all 
the stages of the practices to be done. It started as one of the things Master Asanga really 
wanted to understand. He was seeking that information. As a result of that quest, now on this 
earth we have this text, the Ornament of Clear Realisation which reveals all that information. 
That is a very significant achievement. He is known as ‘Master Asanga who has realised the 
three grounds’, meaning he had all those realisations.  
 
We know Asanga established his temple at Magadha in a location called Uttapuri north of 
Magadha. The local king became a patron and sponsored another teaching centre and invited 
Master Asanga to go there and teach.  
 
He went there and as a result of him teaching, a lot of students gathered there. He was very 
prolific. He taught the Mahayana texts. He taught the Prajnaparamita texts for a number of 
years.  
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During that time, the Mahayana teachings were not stable. They were flourishing and 
declining, flourishing and declining. There were ordained sangha, however, at that time the 
ordained sangha didn’t have deep realisations in the meaning of the Mahayana sutras. Due to 
that king establishing that place of study and Master Asanga going there and teaching 
extensively, that created deeper understanding in the ordained sangha. So they now had a 
large number of sangha who now understood the teachings, especially the Mahayana 
teachings and also the Prajnaparamita and everything else he taught. Due to his efforts he 
revived the Mahayana teachings and further spread them very widely.   
 
The king who sponsored that study centre had a bit of doubt in his mind. By then, everyone 
was referring to Master Asanga as Arya Asanga. The king thought: everyone says he is an 
arya. Everyone says he has clairvoyance and that he has attained all these great powers. Is it 
true or not? If it is true, he should be supported, he should be praised, we should follow him 
and so forth. If it is not true then he is fooling, deceiving and misleading a lot of people. So 
we have to clarify this.  
 
The king held a council with his own ministers and voiced his doubts. He said: if indeed he is 
an arya; if indeed he has those special powers then all is good. However if he doesn’t have 
them, I don’t want him in my kingdom, fooling people.  
 
The king proposed they organise an event to test him and find out if he has clairvoyance. 
They announced that there will be a festival and make extensive offerings to all ordained 
sangha who come. All the lay people, everyone from the surrounding villages will gather. It 
will be such a big gathering. This was a way of getting Master Asanga to actually come and 
they would have some means to test his clairvoyance.  
 
A lot of people attended. A lot of sangha came with begging bowls. There were offerings to 
sangha. There were crowds of people. It was a very well attended event.  
 
For the test, they painted a black buffalo white. The first test was: Is this a white buffalo or is 
this a black buffalo? It was a hidden object in one of the households. In another household 
they filled a golden pot with filth and at the very top they put a layer of honey and covered it 
with cloth. Again that was hidden.  
 
The test was for him to find where the hidden objects were and what the true nature of these 
objects was: what the real colour of the buffalo is and what is really inside the pot. Whatever 
tests they put to him, he was able to say it is in this house and it is exactly like this and it is 
exactly like that. 
 
The king was still not satisfied. He said: we have obvious phenomena; we have hidden 
phenomena; we have most hidden phenomena and there are a number of people who have 
some insight into hidden phenomena. To cover up the colour of a buffalo or to hide a pot 
somewhere, there are a few people who have the capacity to correctly identify those things.  
 
What I really want to know is: does he know other people’s minds. Does he have those 
special clairvoyances to read other people’s minds? To understand this, we will set this test.  
 
There will be three questions on the words of a particular verse of the Prajnaparamita. There 
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will be another three questions on the meaning of the Prajnaparamita. These questions will 
not be spoken. They will be mental questions. I will think about these questions and he will 
have to give me the answers. In this way, we will know if he can read other people’s minds.  
Master Asanga passed the test and gave the exact answers to the questions.  
 
The first question to Asanga was:  
In a verse from the Prajnaparamita, the Buddha said that the bodhisattva does not perfectly 
see. In what context did the Buddha say this?  Then there was a question about the meaning. 
Was that response of the Buddha a non-revealing [neutral] answer or not? That was the first 
question.  
 

Answer: The Buddha said this in the context of when the bodhisattva is meditating on 
emptiness. We have to say that it is not a neutral view because the Buddha indicated this 
happens when the bodhisattva meditates on emptiness. 
 
The second question 
In one of the sutras there is mention the body being extremely large and stretching out for 
many yojanas. What is the meaning of having such a large body?  
 

Answer: This refers to the great power or the great force of merit 
 
The third question is from the Fourth Chapter of the Ornament. 
Exactly where do we say that we have reached the point when we are nearing the ocean so 
that we don’t anymore see anymore the trees, the mountains, and the landscape? 
   

Answer: This happens when you are on the great level of the path of preparation.  
This is in the fifth preparation, the uninterrupted. 
 
Here we are talking about the preparation preparing you to reach the path of seeing. It is a 
preparation which is not affected by interruptions and obstacles. This is why it is called 
uninterrupted preparation.  
 
In that analogy, the ocean is like the path of seeing. You have come so far from the mountain 
and the trees that you cannot see them anymore. This is an indication that you are getting 
closer and closer to the ocean. You are not anymore bothered or obscured by the obstacles of 
the trees and the mountains, because you are down at the ocean level.  
 
These were the first three questions in relation to what specific verses referred to.  
 
The following three questions were about the meaning.  
 
Question 1. Whether conventionally consciousness exists or not.  
Answer: Conventionally it exists but it does not exist ultimately. 
 

 
Question 2. The Buddha said all phenomena lack nature. What is the nature of the lack of 
nature itself? [What is the emptiness of emptiness]? 
Answer: We say that you can have three classifications of nature.  
The nature of: The other-powered phenomena; the thoroughly established and the imputed.  
 

First the inherent nature of those three is posited. Then we ask the question whether the 
nature of that nature then exists. First you negate it. You talk about the emptiness of those 
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three. Then you ask: does that emptiness have an inherent nature? You start with the three 
natures then again you ask the question: does that nature exist inherently or not? 
 
 

Question 3. What is the meaning of ‘form itself sees emptiness’?  
When we use that expression ‘form itself’ this refers to the position that form is established 
from own side. When you have the view that form is established from its own side, then you 
will say that this truly established from its own side is empty. Then that is emptiness that is 
truly established emptiness. It comes from the view of the Jonang [shentong and rangtong]. It 
is a misinterpretation of the meaning of emptiness. So the third question was asking what is 
the meaning of that verse? What does ‘form itself sees emptiness’ mean? 
 
This is expressed: 

‘Emptiness itself does not see this phenomena’.  
 
It mentions form, but you can talk about all phenomena. Form is an example of phenomena.   
 
The meaning of the answer 
The meaning has to do with how you posit form to exist, and in particular, the position of the 
Autonomy School and below who assert that form exists from its own side. That is their core 
belief. However, somehow they have to posit emptiness empty. When they posit that form is 
empty, it has to be empty of something; they have to negate something. They make up some 
idea of emptiness that the form is empty of truly existing. However they define that, they 
definitely avoid the point of saying that the form is empty of being established from own 
side, because this is there core belief.  
 
They say that form is empty from something other than being established from its own side. 
They fabricate some other type of emptiness. In their effort to establish emptiness that is 
something other than being established from its own side, they almost become the Jonangpa 
who assert ‘other-emptiness’. They don’t want to say it is empty of existing from its own 
side, so they negate the fact that it is empty of something other, so it is like ‘other-emptiness’ 
of the Jonangpa.   
 
It is like trying to talk about the emptiness of the horse and the way you define the emptiness 
of the horse is to say it is empty of being a donkey; a donkey is other than the horse. You 
have ‘other-emptiness’; it is empty of something other. However you are not really 
addressing the issue of what the horse is empty of. It becomes ‘other-emptiness’, emptiness 
of other.  
 
When we deeply investigate, when we deeply analyse, we can find that kind of fault with the 
lower school of thought. They believe in inherent existence, existence from its own side and 
yet they posit empty of true existence, empty of true existence, lack of ultimate existence. 
That kind of empty is something that is not emptiness of the form because of their strong 
belief that form is inherently existent from its own side. On top of that, whatever they posit is 
not really emptiness of the form. Since they grasp at inherently existing form, grasping at 
existence from its own side, what they establish as emptiness is not genuine, not real 
emptiness of form. It is lack of other-emptiness. It is the lack of something else.  
 
The Prajnaparamita sutra quotation is very important: 
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 This emptiness does not see the emptiness of the form.  
 
The way they fabricate, the way they try to explain this idea of emptiness does not address 
what the form is really empty. This quotation indicates that it does not address the real issue 
of the form.  
 
Once you understand, you can apply that to all the other schools who establish emptiness yet 
hold a strong belief in inherent existence or existence from its own side. The position of all 
those schools of thought is not a genuine establishment of emptiness.  
 
Question: Is this passage from the Prajnaparamita using the lower school understand of 
emptiness?  
 
Geshela:  Yes. Other schools of thought may also explain it in different ways. From the 
Prasangika point of view, the meaning of emptiness is that it has to be empty from own, not 
from other, something you fabricated: whatever truly existent, being empty of that doesn’t 
mean it is real, genuine emptiness. Emptiness has to be empty of existing from own side; 
empty of its own characteristics. 
 
Question: So did the king just think this from his own mind, and Asanga had to derive the 
meaning of the questions? 
 
Gehela: Yes, the kind was asking from his own mind. He wanted to see if Asanga had 
clairvoyance, to see if Asanga could read his mind. The king was thinking the questions and 
Arya Asanga had to pick up the questions and give the right answers. 
 
Through this test, with Arya Asanga giving the right answers, everyone was very impressed 
and generated great faith in him. As a result, the king became even more generous. He 
decided to sponsor 25 monasteries as places of study. In each of those monasteries he 
supported 100 fully ordained monks and countless lay practitioners. This was a great support 
for the propagation of the Mahayana teachings.  
 
At that time, Arya Asanga’s younger brother, Master Vasubhandu also became very prolific 
and started teaching there and had a teaching role.  
 
Master Asanga was mostly active in the central area. However in the south of India a 
Brahmin heard the story of Master Asanga having a vision of Maitreya and going to the 
pureland; that he came back and brought the five treatises and propagated and reinvigorated 
the Mahayana teachings. The Brahmin made the trip to the central land, with 500 of his 
followers. He invited Arya Asanga to the south to help people there increase their roots of 
virtue and so forth. He requested him: Please come and teach to the south.  
 
Asanga accepted the invitation. They were preparing to start the journey. It was a long way to 
go. It would take at least three months to get there. As they were about to set out, the 
Brahmin received a message that his mother was very ill. He was very concerned because he 
knew it would take three months to get to the south. He was very concerned about the state of 
his mother. Arya Asanga said: Don’t worry. We can use miraculous powers. We can fly 
there. So they covered the distance very quickly. Arya Asanga attended the needs of the sick  
Mother. There are a number of stories where Asanga flew where he needed to go quickly.  
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Asanga stayed for a period in the south. Again he propagated the Mahayana teachings. As a 
result of his great activities, hundreds of stupas were established there as well as another 25 
centres for practice and learning. Also in Magadha in the central area, there were 8 stupas 
established along with the 25 centres of learning [temples, gompas] where quite a lot of study 
was happening.  
 
There is another account that he was invited to give teachings at Ayodhya. When he went 
there, there were hostilities. A group of people physically attacked him with weapons. 
Through his powers, he turned weapons into dust. He pulverised them. He was not harmed. 
None of the weapons touched his body. The people who initially attacked him, when they 
saw the weapons turn to dust, generated great faith towards him.  
 
Towards the end of his life he was abbott of Nalanda. He served in this position for twelve 
years and gave extensive teaching and other activities, propagating and restoring the 
Mahayana teachings. He was in the 4th century.  
 
END OF TRANSCRIPT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


